FINCHES OF MARS
ALDISS, Brian
All three are members of a group of colonists and the problems they face in setting up a new society on Mars.
Science fiction
HC
$29.99

DESTROYER ONI 6: FIRESTORM
ANDERSON, Taylor
Alternate history
PBK
$17.95

CARMELANIS, Alex
Science fiction
HC
$17.95

THE PECCULAR BACCHUS
Martin
Bartholomew Kettle isn’t the lone ranger. Changlings are all over. The child of a human mother and a furry father, he is despised by both his races. But one day Bartholomew suddenly finds himself at the centre of a web of intrigue and danger that spans the entire universe.
YA fantasy
TP
$19.99

PURGATORY
RAGGOTY, Juliana
Pronoia Rebel has lived inside of the Dome ever since the disasters. Struggling for survival she dreams of life on the inner surface of the Dome with the Pure.
YA fantasy
HC
$32.99

THE HYDROGEN SONATA
BANKS, Iain M.
The scavenger species are circling. It is, truly, the End Days for the Earth civilization who have made the collective decision to follow the well-trodden path of millions of other civilizations; they are going to self-terminate. Apart from preparations, the Regimental High Command is destroyed. Lieutenant Commander (reserves) YG.Crassus appears to have involved, and she is now wanted — dead, not alive.
Science fiction
HC
$20.99

SHOGGOTH IN BLOOM
BEAR, Elizabeth
Short fiction from Bear; including her wonderful, Hugo-winning novella, Shoggoth in Bloom.
Collection
TP
$29.95

LEOPARD DREAMING
BELLE, A.A.
Fantasy
TP
$22.99

BOWL OF HEAVEN
BENNERT, J & SIVID, Upper
Something goes wrong with Earth’s SunSeeker space probe. They are circling. It is, truly, the End Days for the Earth civilization; the SunSeeker space probe is circling. It is, truly, the End Days for the Earth civilization.
Science fiction
HC
$42.95

ONLY SUPERMAN
BENNETT, Christopher
In the future, genetically engineered superhumans, inspired by classic Earth comic book heroes, fight to keep the peace in the wild spaces left of the Asteroid Belt.
Science fiction
HC
$17.99

ANGELS OF VENGEANCE
BENNETT, Christopher
Science fiction thriller
PBK
$17.99

DIVERSE ENERGIES
BUCKEL, Tomás & MONTI, Ira (Editors)
Dedicated to those short stories that explore characters, non-Western characters, LGBTQ characters and characters of colour way underrepresented in young adult fiction, this anthology includes stories by Paola Bacigalupi, Urraca Le Gac, and Daniel Wilson.
YA science fiction anthology
HC
$33.95

SF MASTERWORKS: SYNDES
CASTER, P.C. & Kristen
Science fiction
PB
$22.99

THE RED KNIGHT
CAMBER, John
This is a world dominated by The Wild. Minis live in pecking orders of civilization claimed from The Wild. Within minis’ wild life is civilized, the peace punctuated by tournaments, politicking, courtly love and fancy business. Because these wild minis are prey — valuable to the formerly powerful and dangerous creatures which populate the land and even more vulnerable to those elements in their society. So when one of those minis breaks out of The Wild and begins preying on people in their homes, it takes a specialist to hunt them down. This is getting great reviews.
Fantasy
TP
$29.99

FINISHING KNIGHT
CAMPBELL, Jack
The second in a three-volume collection of The John Grimes books, To The Galactic Rim.
Science fiction
HC
$44.95

DARK CURRENTS
CARSON, R.E.
Dana lives in a Midwestern resort town, home to eccentric locals and a smattering of summer residents. Not to mention fairies, sprites, vampires, ogres, and a whole host of elderly freaks, prowled by evil Lot, a rottweiler Nemesis goddess. "Beautifully articulated and tangentially profaned: Apoptosis, an amusing kickoff." — Kirkus Reviews
Urban fantasy
HC
$44.95

FIREFLIES & THEIR FURIOUS KISS
CHANCE, Karen
Fantasy
PBK
$17.95

FIRST COMMAND
CHANDLER, A. Barton
The second in a three-volume collection of The John Grimes books, Follow The Well-Trodden Path.
Science fiction
HC
$17.95

ASSASYN’S CURSE
CLARK, Cassandra Rose
Anatai of the Talonan abandon ship when her parents try to move her off to an alloying prison class. She wants to capture her own boat, not serve as second-in-command to her handsome yet violent ex. But the Anatai are not the only problem. Two unknown beings have scored the scumderd clank with an assassins after her. "Unique, fast-paced, full of mystics and tension" —Tor.com Fantasy
YA fantasy
TP
$19.99

IRONSKIN
CROGGON, Alison
[AS] supernatural spin on Jane Eyre set in a gothic, alternate Victorian era, in the aftermath of a war with powerful, future-shelling beings called the Iron. An inspiring and ambitious fantasy tale... —Kirkus Reviews Fantasy
YA fantasy
TP
$19.99

DRAGONFIRE 03: EMBER’S KISS
CROGGON, Alison
Paranormal romance
PBK
$17.95

INCARNATION
CORKIN, Laura
Emily Westover, from Bram Stoker’s Dracula, haunted by the ancient vampiric who turned her in order to retain her humanity.
Fantasy
HC
$17.99

BLACK SPRING
CROICK, Tarryn
In The Passage ($19.99) Cronin constructed an unforgettable story of a young woman who finds herself trapped in a world populated by strange and intriguingly populated: Apoptosis, an amusing kickoff." — Kirkus Reviews
Horror
PBK
$19.99

PASSAGE 01: THE TWELVE
CROICK, Tarryn
Fantasy
TP
$39.95

THE FIFTY FIVE SWORD
DANIELSWEK, Mark Z.
Five swordsmen gather to hear a story about a quest for a terrible weapon. Pain ofDACnecrois — fanged for the Hundred Lords - lies wait for those else who will be plagued.
Fantasy
HC
$39.95

AFTER
DANLOW, Evan & WINKLING, Tom (Editors)
In a dystopian, near-future Britain, six-year-old Tom, obsessed with finding the movies on his computer, joins a group of activists and activists who are trying to fight a new bill that will criminalize even more harmless internet curiosity.
Science fiction
PBK
$24.95

NIGHT & DEMONS
DRABECK, Pat
Here are world-spanning settings in the present, along with alternative histories filled with gritty realism and exacting detail, as well as an assortment of heroes and heroines.
Collection
TP
$24.95

CLOCKWORK ROCKET
DOYLE, Arthur Conan
As a child, Doyle witnessed one of a series of strange meteors, the Hurters, which are entering the planetary system at an immense, unexplained speed. It becomes apparent that her world is in imminent danger — and the task of heading with the Hurters will require imagination and technology for beyond anything her civilization has yet achieved.
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

MALARZ EMPIRE 04: ORB SCEPTRE THRONES
ESSLEMONT, Ian C.
Fantasy
HC
$19.95

THE PRESIDENT’S VAMPIRE
FARNWORTH, Christopher
Paranormal thriller
PBK
$19.99

CHAOSWAR 02: A CROWN IMPERILED
FAYE, Rayneston
Fantasy
TP
$24.99

LADY DRAGONSLAYER 02: SONG OF THE QUARKEAST
FORD, Jasper
Fantasy
HC
$16.95

6135: THE PAPAL STAKES
FLINT, Eric & GANNON, Charles F.
Alternate history
HC
$42.95

THE FIRST DAYS
FRATER, Rhóna
On the morning that the world ends, Kate is getting ready for court, and housewife Fiona is taking care of her family. Less than two hours later, thrown together by circumstances, they have become a powerful zombie-killing partnership. This has been consistently reviewed as one of the best zombie novels out there.
Fantasy
TP
$17.90

PRINCESS BETONY AND THE UNICORN
FREEMAN, Pamela
Princess Betony’s mother is a druid and she misses the Wild Magic of the Dark Forest. When the princess sees her mother running of the Dark Forest, Betony is normal and she will never return. She has to find her mother — but first she must catch a unicorn.
Children's fantasy
HC
$17.95

MAGISTER 02: LEGACY OF KINGS
FREEMAN, Celia
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

THE PALADIN PROPHECY
FROST, Mark
Will has (as commanded by his patron) spent his entire life trying to avoid attention. But when their ship accidently he scours the
RAPER
EROLEY, Kenroy
Years old in cryo, he declares he is about to take over as king in battle to the bone, a narrative of elite government assassins exclusive to diminishing destinations and threats. The end of a continuing series, this one will catch you off guard... (Sci-Fi, T/P) —Jared B.

Q sarcasm of a useful, nice, and neighbors are all familiar with each other, but they are all from different walks of life. Each of them has their own unique stories and experiences, and they all share in the common thread of being part of this small community. The author uses these characters to explore themes of tolerance, understanding, and acceptance. The book is well-written and easy to read, and I would recommend it to anyone interested in human sexuality and relationships. 5 stars. 18+.

Full Circle
R다음
Years old in cryo, and they start to fight over it... (Sci-Fi, T/P) —Jared B.

THE COMPLEAT ANKH-MORPORK
PRATT, Terry
A new story set in Terry Pratchett's Discworld, where Zephyr is a young witch who is trying to save her town from a new threat. The story is well-written and full of humor, and I would recommend it to anyone interested in fantasy literature. 4 stars.

CHASING THE DRUMME: THE GHOST OF THE NIGHTMARE
REDKICK, Ron
A new story set in the world of the Nightmarch, where the Nightmarcher is a new threat that is trying to take over the world... (Sci-Fi, T/P) —Jared B.

DRACULA: CIRCLES OF VAMPIRE
MONTGOMERY, Al
An alternative history novel set in the Victorian era, where vampires are real and have a significant impact on society. The story is well-written and full of suspense, and I would recommend it to anyone interested in historical fiction and alternative history. 4 stars.

GOD'S WAR
HUGHES, Ian
A new story set in the world of the God's War, where the gods are warring for control of the universe. The story is well-written and full of action, and I would recommend it to anyone interested in fantasy literature. 4 stars.

KING OF THE MAGE'S BLOOD
KING, Craig
A new story set in the world of the Mage's Blood, where the mage is trying to save his kingdom from an evil sorcerer. The story is well-written and full of action, and I would recommend it to anyone interested in fantasy literature. 4 stars.

LORD OF THE MAGES
KING, Craig
A new story set in the world of the Mage's Blood, where the mage is trying to save his kingdom from an evil sorcerer. The story is well-written and full of action, and I would recommend it to anyone interested in fantasy literature. 4 stars.
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